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the process of fitting the sUper Vsd is identical to 
fitting the sUper Vs. the only difference is the added 
daI (direct audio Input) manager in the fine tuning 
window, as the sUper Vsd offers the option of con-
necting a daI module. during the detection and fitting 
process in Compass, the fm module must be turned 
off.

the sUper Vsd can be extended with two different 
modules. the first of these is the sCoLa fLeX-i, which 
functions similarly to the sCoLa fLeX. the only differ-
ence is that it is design-integrated with the sUper Vsd 
model. the sCoLa fLeX-i should always be used with 
the sCoLa fm equipment (examples shown in figure 1). 

figure 1

the second option is the universal daI adapter. the 
universal daI adapter has a 3-pin europlug input. this 
allows for connection of other daI equipment which 
is not part of the sCoLa product family. the universal 
daI adapter should therefore be used with a 3-pin daI 
receiver from third-party suppliers. the daI adapter 
can also be connected to a direct audio input from a 
sound source via a jack connector, or in a Cros/bi-
Cros setup (example shown in figure 2).

figure 2

In general, two daI programs are available. the first 
program is m-daI, which is a setting in which both the 
hearing aid microphones and the daI input are on. the 
second program is daI, which is a setting in which the 
hearing aid microphone input is off.
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fine-tuning of the m-daI and daI programs is de-
scribed in the section “description of m-daI & daI set-
tings”.

Using the daI manager is similar to the previous. It of-
fers three setup options (shown in figure 3):
•	 sCoLa fLeX-i – without the possibility to change 

program (default factory setting)
•	 sCoLa fLeX-i – with the possibility to change pro-

gram
•	 other daI equipment

figure 3

Choosing one of the three options and clicking “next” 
will bring up the corresponding daI program selection 
window. It is only possible to choose one setting in the 
daI manager.

In the following, all three daI program selection win-
dows are described, followed by a detailed description 
of fine-tuning the daI programs.

SCOLA FLEX-i without the possibility to change 
program  (Figure 4)

figure 4

as it is not possible to change program in this set-
ting, the daI programs are accessible from all hearing 
aid programs. this means that whenever the sCoLa 
fLeX-i is turned on, the daI program is activated. 
When the sCoLa fLeX-i is turned off, the hearing aid 
returns to the last program used. the daI programs are 
stacked and can be toggled using the physical switch 
on the sCoLa fLeX-i (shown in figure 5). the switch 
is marked “0”, “1” and “2”, which corresponds to “off”, 
“daI” and “m-daI”.

figure 5

although the m-daI and daI are stacked, their settings 
can be adjusted individually.

It is not possible to choose only one of the two daI 
programs in Compass, since this is controlled physically 
through the switch on the sCoLa fLeX-i. 

However, it is possible to lock the sCoLa fLeX-i in one 
program using the sCoLa teach or programmer, i.e. 
leaving the switch on the sCoLa fLeX-i disabled.
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once the “finish” button is clicked, the daI fitting is 
complete.

SCOLA FLEX-i with the possibility to change program 
(figure 6)

figure 6

as it is possible to change program in this setting, the 
m-daI and daI programs are placed under one spe-
cific hearing aid program, which by default is the first 
program. the placement can be changed using the 
arrow buttons. In addition the daI modes are stacked, 
which means that changing program from m-daI to 
daI and vice versa is done by means of the physical 
switch on the sCoLa fLeX-i (figure 5). It is not possi-
ble to choose only one of the two daI modes, as this is 
controlled physically through the switch on the sCoLa 
fLeX-i. However, it is possible to lock the sCoLa 
fLeX-i in one program using the sCoLa teach or pro-
grammer, i.e. leaving the switch on the sCoLa fLeX-i 
disabled.

the auto-activate feature is set to be on by default. 
this allows the hearing aid to enter the daI programs 
whenever the sCoLa fLeX-i is turned on, indepen-
dently of the current hearing aid program. 

Other DAI equipment  
Should be used with the universal DAI adapter 
(figure 7)

figure 7

In the daI program selection window, the m-daI and 
daI programs are automatically placed under the first 
and second program, respectively. the placement can 
be changed using the left/right arrows. one of the daI 
programs can be deselected by means of the trashcan 
button, if necessary. If the hearing aid is fitted so as to 
only include one program, the daI manager will choose 
the m-daI program by default. 

below the daI programs there is an auto-activate 
feature which is enabled by default under the first 
program. When the daI module is turned on, the auto-
activate feature automatically shifts to the specified 
program in the hearing aid where the daI program is 
located. the second daI program can be accessed by 
manually changing program on the hearing aid. 

If the auto-activate feature is disabled, the user has to 
toggle to the specified program to access the daI pro-
grams.
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Fine-tuning the M-DAI and DAI mode
pressing the settings button on the m-daI or the daI 
program (example shown in figure 8) will open the m-
daI or daI settings window, respectively.

figure 8

even when the daI programs are stacked, their individ-
ual settings are not linked. this means that the m-daI 
and daI programs can be fine-tuned separately, so that 
they can for example be linked to different programs 
and have different gain levels.

figure 9

from within the settings window it is possible to fine-
tune the daI program. In this window (figure 9), it is 
possible to adjust the overall gain offset, the daI gain 
offset, the soft squelch, the shaping and the program 
linked to. 

Description of M-DAI & DAI settings: 
Overall gain offset
the overall gain offset (figure 10) can be adjusted if the 
overall loudness level of the program is too loud or too 
soft. the default setting is that the program uses the 
same gain as the program to which it is linked. the gain 
can be increased or decreased in steps of 1 db.

figure 10

DAI gain offset
the daI gain offset (figure 11) is used if the signal from 
the daI equipment is too soft or too loud. the default 
setting is that the daI and m-daI programs use the 
same gain as the program to which they are linked. 
the gain can be increased or decreased in steps of 1.5 
db. the daI gain offset is the only setting that is syn-
chronized between the daI and m-daI programs. this 
means that adjusting the daI gain offset in m-daI set-
tings will affect the daI gain offset in the daI settings 
identically.

figure 11

the two offset features can be individually adjusted for 
the left and right side. select the binaural adjustment 
icon (figure 12) to turn off binaural adjustment before 
adjusting the offset. other daI setting features are 
binaural, meaning that it is not possible to have differ-
ent settings on the right and left side.

figure 12
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Soft squelch
the soft squelch feature (figure 13) is used to control 
the amplification for soft sounds. In the default setting, 
soft squelch is turned off, indicating that the direct 
audio input program provides the same amount of gain 
for soft sounds as the program to which it is linked. If 
soft squelch is turned on, the gain for soft sounds is 
reduced. this is useful if the attached daI equipment 
has a high level of internal noise.

figure 13

Shaping
the shaping (figure 14) setting reflects the microphone 
location of the fm system. the default setting is neu-
tral, and if the client uses more than one microphone 
location, it is recommended to leave shaping in this 
setting. otherwise it is possible to choose between 
neutral, face position, lapel position, chest position and 
table position. the shaping feature applies a prede-
fined frequency shaping. 

figure 14

Program linked to
the m-daI and daI programs are based on one of the 
programs defined in the hearing aid. In the default 
setting, the master program is used as a basis for the 
daI and m-daI settings, but it is possible to change it 
by using the drop-down list. the daI settings can be 
linked to the following programs, provided they are 
programmed into the hearing aid:
•	 master
•	 Classic
•	 music
•	 Comfort
•	 tV
•	 audibility extender (new and available only with the 

sUper Vsd)

Compatibility with M-DEX
the deX devices are compatible with the sUper Vsd. 
It is possible to change program through the m-deX, 
when the daI setting allows for program change. How-
ever, it is not possible to change program through the 
m-deX when the daI setting does not allow for pro-
gram change. trying to change the program in this set-
ting will cause the m-deX to indicate that the program 
has changed, even though it has not. this behaviour 
allows the hearing aid to enter the specified program 
as soon as the daI module is turned off.

the m-deX will only show the hearing aid programs on 
its screen, but the smartspeak will correspond to the 
current hearing aid program or daI program (m-daI or 
daI). 

the daI program will be interrupted whenever the user 
receives/makes a call through the m-deX.
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